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AnswerALL questions

PART _A

Maximum: 100 Marks

(10x2=20 Marks)

t
1. Use the Laplace transform of Js(r), find the value of J;o (")Jo (t - u) au

U

2.

3.

4.

5.

Use complex inversion formula to find t'[ph]

lf n(o) and G(cr) are the Fourier transforms of f(x) and g(x) respectively, then
prove that F [c1f (x) + c2g (x) : cr] = c1F (a) + c2G (cr)

Defi.ne Dirac delta function.

Define a functional and give an example.
\rIfTW . receniq u gsrlon paper, coill

6. write down the d.ifferential equarion of the extremal or v [v (x)] = ] (rr,, * ny, ) to
0

x1

subject to the constraint I *t' a* = 0 where p, q and. r are functions of x.
0

7. Show that the mapping w = f(z) = cos z is conformal at the points zt= i, z2= L and,
zs= n + i'determine the angle ofnotation givenby cr = org f'(z)atthe givenpoints.
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8. Define a bilinear transformation and its determinant.

9. Write down the equation represented bydvi = {6ri, i, j = L, Z, Bexplicitly .- 
Axt

10. Show that any inner product of the tensors Al* and Blo i" a tensor of a rank three.

PART - B (5x1E=65 Marks)
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b) Solve the one d.imensional wave equation # = 
^' #satisfying the boundary

condition y(0, t) = 0, y(1, t) = 0, f1(x, 0) = 0 and f (x,O) = t. ,r(T) ,..irrS
Laplace transforms.

\2. a) Compute the displacement u(x, t) of an infinite string using the method of
Fourier transform given that the string is initially airest ind that the initial
displacementis f(x), -a < x < a .

(oR)

b) Using the method of integral transform, solve the following potential problem
in the semi-infinite strip described by pDE : uxx + ryy = 0, 0 < x( m, O .y..

. subjecttoBC'su(x,0)=f(x), u(x, a)=0, u(x,y)=0,0<y<a,0(x( m ura.9
d(

tends to zero as x -) c0.

trl2
13. a) Findtheextremalsofthefunctionalv[r(x),r(*)]= 

J (r,, +2,2 +zyz)dxgiven
0

that v(0) = o' t(;) =L 
' z(0)= 0 and '(;)= -f ' 
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(oR)

b) Use Ritz method to find an approximate solution for the extremal of the

functionar v[r(x)] = ][-*r" +y2 -r*y] a*, y(0) = 0, y(1) = 1.
0
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L4' a) Find the electrical potential 0(*, y) in the disk
boundary values .

0(*, y) = 80 for z on Cl

0(", v) - o for z on cz

(oR)

47224

f) : lrl . t that satisfies the

={r-eio: o<e<;}

={r= *io ,;<0.4

Solve the one-dimensional heat flow equation * - O'urDrvrtiLr rrtrau rrot 
of *e 

usins Laplace
transforms given that u(0, t) = 0, u(1, t) = 0 and u(x, 0) = B sin 2 nx. (g)

Findthe Fouriertransformof f (x) -.-ul*|, _@ < x < o (Z)

(oR) 
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on whar curye is the runctional v[v(x)] ,'iln-(*)'_2y sin.] *

extremised if v(0) = 1 and n(lr)=I,

ii) Find the metric tensor and. the expression for the line element in cylindricalcoordinates.

and

wfJw . recsnt'quesfi on puout' corn'

show that w = s(,) = +# maps the unit disk lzl < 1 one-to-one and onto the
upper half plane Im(w) > 0.

Prove that double contraction applied to the outer product of the tensor Alp
and Bf;t is a tensor of rank 2.

(oR)

Find the christoffel symbols of the 1 kind in spherical porar coordinates.
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